
 

 

 
LCI Brands Releases New Utility Ties 

Elk Grove Village, IL (PRWEB) April 2015  

LCI Brands™ is proud to present the new RŌP™ Utility Tie as part of the UrbanGear™ 
collection, which offers unique tools to make everyday life easier. Small enough fit into a pocket, 
UrbanGear tools can be used to open bottles, tighten loose screws, cut through packaging, and 
more. 

The RŌP stainless steel utility ties are encased in silicone and can be used indoors or outdoors 
without worrying about rust or corrosion. They also will not scratch or mark surfaces. Similar 
items on the market have fewer contours and as a result more slippage issues, but RŌP’s 
textured surface offers a secure grip.  

The ties can be used for managing cords and cables, tying bags, propping up electronics like 
phones and tablets, attaching gear such as mats to backpacks or bags to suitcases, bundling 
sports equipment or tools together, organizing toys, and much more. They’re perfect for 
camping and backpacking adventures, vacations and business trips, sports events, and 
everyday organization.  

The utility ties have been showcased at various trade shows, such as Outdoor Retailer and the 
Travel Goods Show, to overwhelmingly positive feedback. “I couldn’t have asked for a better 
product launch: everything from the packaging to the product has been received with 
outstanding reviews,” said Bob Giacolo, Senior Product Development Manager.  

The RŌP Utility Ties are available in blue, red, yellow, and gray, and in 3in, 6in, 12in, and 24in 
sizes. The 3in is offered as a 4-pack and the three larger sizes are offered in 2-packs. They are 
available immediately. 

 

 

About LCI Brands 

LCI Brands (formerly known as L.C. Industries, Inc.) is located just outside Chicago and is home 
to brands such as Lewis N. Clark®, Belle Hop®, and UrbanGear™. With the luggage caddy as 
its core offering, LCI Brands began operations in 1971, and since then has expanded to offer 
hundreds of products in categories such as security, comfort, organization, and health. For more 
information, visit www.lcibrands.com. 
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